
Swiss chainsaw artist Patricia Zenklusen at Expo Milano 2015 
Already last year Patricia Zenklusen celebrated great successes in 
Berlin, San Diego and Miami 

Zurich (ptp018/01.04.2015/15:15) - Already last year Patricia Zenklusen celebrated great 
successes in Berlin, San Diego and Miami. Now she has been invited to Milan, Italy by the 
renowned curators Dr. Bosmat Niron and Prof. Giorgio Grasso.


The artist, Patricia Zenklusen, who caused a sensation last year with exhibitions in Berlin, San 
Diego and Miami, was invited by the renowned curator Dr. Bosmat Niron to the International 
Contemporary Art EXPO MILANO 2015. Expo Milano 2015 starts on May 1 and ends on October 
31, 2015 with three sculptures by Patricia Zenklusen.


Patricia Zenklusen designs her wood sculptures in an unconventional way. She explains: "I work 
exclusively with the chainsaw. I am fascinated by the challenge of creating something filigree with 
this tool. I am interested in how much elegance I can bring into a figure. At the same time, the 
limits of this technology should remain discernible."


That's why neither wood chisels, broaches nor files are used after the chainsaw: Once the artist 
has sawn her figure out of the wooden trunk, she simply paints it with pigments.


All sculptures by Patricia Zenklusen have figurative, organic forms. Mostly their goal is to capture 
elegance and movement in moments. Sometimes it is a ballerina, sometimes an air creature that 
seems to float. With each figure she conveys emotion and longing. Patricia Zenklusen tells the 
viewer stories with her sculptures.

Physicality and dynamics characterize the unmistakable style of Patricia Zenklusen's sculptures. 
The organic structure of wood also has a special meaning for her, as she says: "Wood has always 
been my element. There's something very sensual about working with it. With each sculpture I 
learn a little more about a tree, its history, its task. "He's come to the end of his circle of life with 
me and still gives me much joy."


